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This invention relates to fastening devices, 
and while its field of application is suf 
ficiently broad to cover a great variety of 
uses, I shall in describing my invention re 
fer more particularly to its use in wearing 

Those skilled in the art can readily apparel. 
apply the invention to other uses. 

It has long been recognized that buttons 
are a nuisance. This is especially true with 
such garments as shirts or underwear which 
are repeatedly subjected to the laundering 
process. The buttons are torn off or are 
broken in the Wringing or ironing machines. 
This necessitates sewing on new buttons only 
to lose them again after a short period of 
wear. The same applies to any metallic or 
non-metallic fastening device which in the 
course of everyday use is likely to be jerked 
or crushed and this pulled loose from the 
garment or bent or broken as the case 
may be. - 
One of the primary objects of the present 

invention is to obviate the necessity for but 
ions or other fastening devices made of rigid 

5 or semi-rigid materials, and to provide an 
efficient fastening device neat and attractive 
to the eye, and free from the possibility of 
being cracked or broken in use or in the 
laundry. - 

Briefly stated my invention comprises two 
elements which when their surfaces are 
brought closely in contact with each other 
will resist longitudinal pull. The contact 
surface of one or both of these elements is 
such that it will cling to or engage with the 
contact surface of the other element. For 
example, the contact surface of one element 
may be pile threads such as velvet or plush, 
while the contact surface of the other ele 
ment may be a fabric of relatively open, 
coarse weave. When the elements are 
brought together the pile threads will, to a 
degree, embed themselves in the coarse fabric 
and lodge in the interstices of the latter. It 
is obvious that the elements thus engaged 
cannot easily be separated by longitudinal 
pull, that is, pull exerted in a direction gen 
erally parallel to the plane of contact. 
The elements may be shaped and arranged 

in various ways. One element, for example, 
may be in the form of a flat tube adapted to 
receive the other element which in this case 
might be a flat projecting tongue. Or the 
receiving element may be cylindrical in shape 
and the projecting element formed in the 
shape of a large cord, Again the elements 

themselves, may be curved lengthwise so that 
they are not throughout their length on a 
direct line with the normal pull tending to 
separate the parts: Or they may have enlarge 
ments or Offsets at certain points so as better 
to insure a firm and continuing contact, or 
otherwise to render accidental disengage 
lment mole difficult. A number of elements 
may be used on a given article or portion 
thereof, and the respective parts may be 
grouped and coordinated so as to act sepa 
rately or collectively. 
According to another embodiment of my 

invention both elements have contact sur 
faces of Velvet or other material having con 
tact filaments on the surface thereof. And 
according to still another embodiment I use 
On One contact surface pile fabric in which 
the pile threads are slanted or inclined away 
from the direction of normal pull. This 
form of my invention is particularly effec 
tive because the inclined contact filaments 
are braced against longitudinal displace 
lnent and if during normal use the elements 
are subjected to flexure or other slight move 
illent with relation to each other, the tend 
ency is for the tongue or projecting ele 
ment to work farther into the aperture of 
the receiving element and thus give addi 
tional resistance to disengagement. If an 
even firmer grip is desired slanted contact 
filaments may be used on both elements, the 
inclination being so arranged that the con 
tact filaments of the respective elements will 
lock, so to speak, with each other when a 
strain is exerted tending to separate them. 

in the embodiment of my invention which 
employs a projecting element adapted to be 
inserted in a receiving element, the project 
ing element should be sufficiently stiff to 
facilitate its insertion. It should, however, 
be pliable and non-breakable so as to with 
stand rough usage and laundering. 

It will be understood, of course, that the 
two elements of my fastening device are to 
be attached to or made a part of the por 
tions of the garment or other article it is 
desired to join. In shirts or underwear, for 
example, one element takes the place of a 
button and the other element the button hole. 
When the garment is in place the parts are 
joined by inserting the protruding element 
into the receiving element or otherwise 
bringing the respective elements, whatever 
shape they may be, into close unison. A 
plurality of my fasteners may be used, if 
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desired, on a single garment, just as a num 
ber of buttons and buttonholes are used. 
The fastening members may be disen 

gaged by separating wholly or in part the 
5 contact surfaces and withdrawing the pro 

jecting element, or, where the construction 
of the receiving element is such that the con 
tact surfaces cannot be separated, by exert 
ing a sharp pull on the projecting element, 
in much the same manner as that employed 
in separating the male and female elements 
of the common snap fastener. 
The invention will be further described in 

connection with the accompanying drawings 
illustrative of certain embodiments thereof, 
in which, 

Fig. 1 shows one form of fastening device 
according to my invention. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view showing con 
ventionally the projecting member and the 
receiving member of Fig.1. 

Fig. 3 shows the projecting element of 
Figs. 1 and 2, a small portion of the surface 
being enlarged to illustrate the nature of the 
contact surface. 

: () 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing a modi 
fied form of my invention in which both ele 
meits are provided with slainted contact fila 
lments. 

Fig. 5 shows another embodiment of my 
invention which is adapted for use on curved 
Eurfaces. 

Fig. 6 shows still another embodiment of 
my invention. 

Fig. 7 shows a fastening device in which 
the projecting element and the receiving ele 
ment are curved laterally. - 

Fig. 8 shows a fastening device in which 
the projecting element is cylindrical in 
shape. 

Fig. 9 shov's a modified form of my in 
vention in which the projecting element is 
of ji'i'egular shape and the mouth of the re 
ceiving element is smaller than the body 

45 thereof. 
Fig. 10 shows another form of my inven 

tion. 
Fig. 11 shows a projecting element of 

modified construction. - 

Fig. 12 shows still another form of my in 
vention, and 

Fig. 13 shows a top view of the fastening 
device of Fig. 12, a portion of the receiving 
element being broken away to sh 
terior lining. 

Referring to the drawings, the pieces 1 
and 2 are those to be fastened together by 
my fastening device. The element 3 of Figs. 
1, 2 and 3 is Secured to the piece 1 and the 
element 4 is secured to or made a part of the 
piece 2. The element 3 in the form of my 
invention illustrated in Firs. 1, 2 and 3 is 

( 

it 
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be inserted in the receiving element 4. The 
projecting element 3 comprises an inner 

ings also upon the taste of user. 
plain or decorative, hidden or exposed. The 

a projecting element which is adapted to 
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layer or core 5 made of some relatively stiff 
yet flexible material such as, foir example, 
cardboard, buckran, celluloid, or sonne 
chemically treated or in pregnated material. 
This core should be such that it will not be 
softened ol' injured by water if the fasten 
ing device is to be used on laundered articles, 
The inner core 5 is covered by a layer of 
comparatively coarse woven cloth 6. 

a small section of it is enlarged to show 
the open nature of the Weave. This fabric 6 
is, of course, sufficiently firm and strong to 
Withstand hard wear but the coal'seness is de sil'able as it provides a roughened, irregular 

in 
Fig. 3 this surface covering is shown and 

surface to engage with the contact filaments 
of the receiving element 4. 
del'stood, of course, that it is not necessary 
to cover the entire projecting element with 
this material, but only that portion of it 
which is inserted into the receiving element. 
So also the core 5 need not extend the full 
length of the projecting element but may be 
used only in the front end which is to be 
inserted into the receiving element. 
The receiving element 4 is a pocket, the 

oliter surfaces of which may, if desired, be 
Of the same material as that forming the 
remainder of the article, or of different mate 
rial, depending upon the type of garment or 9. 
other article on which it is used, and depend 

It may be 

inner surface of the receiving element in the 
form illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 is composed 
of pile fabric having the pile threads 7 
slanted or inclined in a direction away from 
the opening or mouth of the pocket. The 
Walls of the pocket are normally in close 
spaced relation and the construction and 
material used should be such that any tend 
ency of the walls to spread apart (beyond 
the point necessary to admit the projecting 
element) will be minimized. Pile fabrics 
having the pile threads slanted or inclined 
are known in the art and I shall not herein 
describe the method of producing them. It 
should be noted, however, that my present 
purposes are best served by a fabric having 
the pile or other contact filaments made of 
relatively stiff material such as, for example, 
hard spun silk, celanese, mohair and the like. 
Celanese is particularly good for fastening 
devices which are to be frequently laundered, 
since it is not affected by moisture and con 
sequently will not mat. . 

in fastening the garment or other article 
the projecting element 3 is inserted into the 

It will be un 
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receiving element 4. The pile threads 7 thus 
come into close engagement with the surface 
6 of the projecting element, and prevent the 
latter from being accidentally withdrawn. 

in the modification illustrated in Fig. 4 
the contact surface of the projecting element 
3 is provided with contact filaments rear 
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Wardly inclined. These filaments engage 
With the oppositely inclined contact fila 
ments of the receiving element and provide 
an exceedingly firm grip. The pile threads 
or other contact filaments used on the sur 
face of the projecting element may, if de 
sired, be erect rather than slanted. Indeed, 
the same is true of the contact filaments of 
the receiving element. In general the use of 
inclined contact filaments on both members 
of the fastening device gives the maximum 
of cling and resistance to accidental dis 
engagement. In many instances it may be 
wholly unnecessary to have so firm a grip in 
the fastening, and where that is so other 
expedients such as erect pile threads in 
combination with cloth such as that de 
scribed in connection with the projecting 
element of Figs. 1, 2 and 3, may be used. 

Fig. 5 shows another form of my inven 
tion, adapted to be used on curved surfaces. 
The members 3 and 4 are not necessarily 
fixed in the curved form shown but are suffi 
ciently flexible to take on that curvature. 
In the device illustrated in Fig. 5 the tongue 
or projecting member comprises a single 
piece of relatively stiff material having an 
irregular or coarse contact surface, or hav 
ing thereon contact filaments of some sort. 
The receiving element has inclined contact 
filaments on its lower surface or jaw. My 
fastening device is particularly effective 
When resting against a curved surface. A 
pull exerted on the tongue is not a straight 
outward pull as in the modifications of 
FigS. 2 and 3, but is divisible into two com 
ponents, one outward and one downward, or 
in Ward, as the case may be. The downward 
or inward component forces the tongue into 
closer and closer contact with the restraining 
surface of the receiving member and it thus 
becomes increasingly difficult to disengage 
the parts. Thus it will in many cases be 
found unnecessary to use a pile fabric on 
the tongue member, and as illustrated in 
Fig. 5 they may in some cases be omitted 
from the upper or outer wall of the receiving 
element. Here again, however, slanted con 
tact filaments may, if desired, be used on all 
the contact surfaces. - . 

My fastening device could be used in the 
curved form just described in many gar 
ments such, for example, as belts, shoes, 
gaiters, gloves, spats, garters, girdles, and 
also, of course, in numerous articles outside 
the field of wearing apparel. 

In the structure shown in Fig. 6 the mouth 
or opening of the receiving element 4° is at 
the back of the pocket rather than at the 
front as in Figs. 1, 4 and 5. The tongue 3 
is doubled near the end and inserted into 
the receiving element. In this structure I 
have shown erect contact filaments on the 
upper wall or jaw of the receiving element. 
Any pull on the end of the tongue would tend 

of my 

to draw the inserted end into closer rela 
tion with the contact surface of the upper 
wall of the receiving element which in turn 
would hold the tongue more firmly in place. 

In Fig. 7 I have shown the projecting 
member 3 as bent or curved laterally, the 
receiving element 4 having a corresponding 
curvature. I have found that by using a 
tongue so shaped that it cannot readily be 
withdrawn without a slight twisting motion 
I increase the effectiveness of my fastening 
device very considerably. This is particu 
larly true when I employ inclined contact 
filaments and I believe this is because the 
inclined contact filaments, or some of them, 
do not point in a direct line with the open 
ing, and tend to work the tongue, tight 
against one side of the pocket. The tongue 
is, in a sense, pinched against the side and 
as it is necessary to twist the tongue around 
slightly in removing it, the restraining effect 
is considerably increased. Any desired de 

3. 

5 

gree of curvature may be used, and the 
tongue may be curved up rather than down 
as illustrated. - 
The action described in the preceding 

paragraph is present also in the modifica 
tion shown in Fig. 9. Here the tongue 3 
is of irregular shape and the mouth of the 
receiving element 49 is slightly shorter than 
the distance between the upper and lower 
projections on the tongue. The tongue must 
therefore be twisted slightly upward so that 
the extreme end and the lower projection 
enter the receiving element first, after which 
the upper projection will slip through 
readily enough as the tongue is pushed in 
and twisted downward. 
In Fig. S I have shown the projecting ele 

ment 3 as cylindrical in shape, and the re 
ceiving element 4' adapted to receive it. 
The projecting element in this case may be 
a heavy cord treated so as to be stiff enough 
for easy insertion. The tip should pref 
erably be rounded and slightly pointed. 
In some instances it may be found desir 

able to face the tip of the projecting ele 
ment, whether it be flat or cylindrical, with 
satin or some other smooth material, as 
shown in Fig. 11. The projecting element 
38 is shown with backwardly projecting con 
tact filaments on its upper and lower con 
tact surfaces except at the tip where a 
smooth material 8 is used. This facilitates 
the insertion of the tongue into the receiv 
ing element. - . 

In Figs. 12 and 13 I have shown sectional 
and plan views of still another modification 

invention. The projecting element 
is faced with a transversely ribbed mate 
rial 9 such as piqué, rep, corduroy or the 
like. The receiving element has the usual 
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contact filaments which in this figure are 
shown as two pads one above the other but 
not covering the entire interior of the pock 130 
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et. The pile surface may, of course, be 
large or shall as desired. The facing 9. On 
the tongue 3 being transversely ribbed 
presents numerous ridges with which the in 
clined filaments of the receiving element cOn 
tact. . . . . 

In Fig. 10 have shown a somewhat dif 
ferent, embodiment of my invention which 
does not, strictly speaking, comprise pro 
jecting and receiving elements. The cont 
tact filaments of both members are expose. 
and are inclined so as to engage, each other 
and give the greatest almount of resistance 
to longitudinal strain. To attach the two 
portions of the garment or other article the 
downwardly or inwardly extending pad Ol' 
facing is disposed over the upwardly or out 
wardly extending pad or facing and pressed 
firmly against it so that there is complete 
engagement of the filaments. For Some 
purposes this particular form would be un 
suitable but if the garment fastened as above 
described is to be worn under other articles 
of clothing which will press slightly upoli 
the point of joinder, the device will prove 
satisfactory. 

a 
3. A 

it will be seen from the foregoing that 
iny invention has numerous embodiments. 
Those herein described are illustrative Of 
the invention but I do not intend to limit 
myself to the particular forms shown and 
described. For example, the elements may 
be of shapes and constructions other than 
those herein illustrated, the materials used 
in the contact Surfaces may valry widely, 
and numerous other modifications can be 
made without departing from the Spirit and 
scope of my invention. 
What i claim is: 
1. In a fastening device, a projecting ele 
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ment, having thereon a relatively rough 
porous contact surface adapted to engage 
extending filaments, a receiving element. On 
the interior of which is a contact surface 
containing extending filaments, the project 45 
ing element being adapted to enter the re 
ceiving element and thereby bring the con 
tact surfaces into engagement. m 

2. in a fastening device, a projecting ele 
ment having thereon a relatively rough 
poi'Ous contact surface adapted to engage 
extending filaments, a receiving element on 

50 

the interior of which is a contact, Surface 
containing contact filaments backwardly in 
clined from the mouth of the receiving ele 
ment, the projecting element being adapted 
to enter the receiving element, and thereby 
bring the contact surfaces into engagement. 

3. in a fastening device, a projecting ele 
linent and a receiving element, both elements 

55 

having contact surfaces containing back-- 
wardiy inclined contact filaments, the pro 
jecting element, being adapted to be inserted 
into the receiving element and thereby bring 
the contact filaments of the projecting ele 
ment into engagement with the contact fila 
ments of the receiving element. 

4, in a fastening device, a projecting ele 
ment and a receiving element, the project 
ing element having a stiffening core adapted 
to facilitate the insertion of Said element 
into the receiving element, at least One of 
said elements having contact filaments on 
the surface thereof, and the parts being so 
arranged that when the projecting element 
is inserted into the receiving element the 
surfaces of said elements are brought into 
close contact. 

OHN MANNING WAN HE USEN. 


